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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method for processing digital audio data is presented. A 
control signal for a CD-changer unit is received and inter
preted by a digital audio unit that stores digital audio 
data/files and that determines a CD-changer unit operation 
that would be performed by the CD-changer unit in response 
to the CD-changer unit receiving the control signal. The 
digital audio unit then emulates the CD-changer unit opera
tion. The CD-changer unit to be emulated by the digital 
audio unit can be selected. The digital audio data stored by 
the digital audio unit can be organized as virtual CD-ROMs. 
By emulating the operations of multiple types of 
CD-changer units, a single digital audio unit can be inserted 
in many different digital audio systems, thereby extending 
the functionality of a digital audio system to include storage 
of softcopy digital audio files that may be accessed through 
controls and commands for a CD-changer unit. 

17 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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1 

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR STORING 
DIGITALAUDIO DATAAND EMULATING 

MULTIPLE CD-CHANGER UNITS 

2 
portable digital audio device, this user might become frus
trated from the inability to play digital audio files through 
the car stereo system. 

Essentially, the user is required to deal with digital audio 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to an improved data pro
cessing system and, in particular, to a method and apparatus 
for enhancing storage and playback of digital audio data. 

5 files stored in different formats that can only be used on 
certain equipment. The user may continue to use CDs from 
a CD collection in a personal computer, home stereo, and car 
stereo. The user may also record digital audio files from a 
personal CD collection to create a digital audio file library, 

2. Description of Related Art 

10 which is enhanced with files purchased or legally shared and 
downloaded from the Internet. The library of digital audio 
files might be archived on a personal computer, but these 
files can be temporarily copied to a portable digital audio While portable CD players have been widely available for 

many years, other types of digital audio devices, 
applications, and services have recently become very popu- 15 

lar. CD-ROM players are standard equipment on many 
personal computers, and many free or commercially avail
able applications allow a user to record digital audio data 
from a CD onto the hard drive of a personal computer. 

device. 

Internet connections have also become standard features 
on most home computers. With the expanding commercial 
uses of the Internet, many new applications and devices have 
been developed and are being developed that connect to the 
Internet and use the Internet in a variety of ways. With the 
increasing availability of broadband connections, many 
home computers now have the ability to transmit and receive 
large amounts of data with relative ease. As a consequence, 
large digital audio files are now commonly transmitted 
across the Internet. In addition, many software applications 
and services are available for allowing users to buy and/or 30 

share digital audio files. 

Once a user has built a personal digital audio file library, 
the user may become frustrated with the inability to play
back digital audio files on certain equipment. For example, 
a user may be required to remember which digital audio files 
are owned only in a CD-ROM format. The user must then 

20 physically transfer CD-ROMs between locations when the 
user desires to playback the digital audio on these CDs in 
different locations. Data in hardcopy format, such as CDs, is 
becoming increasingly inconvenient in a computing envi
ronment in which devices are continually connected via the 

25 Internet and in which data can be easily transferred in 
softcopy format. 

In order to reduce the number of times in which a user 
must physically transfer CDs to and from an audio system, 
many users have enhanced audio systems with a 
CD-changer unit that stores many audio CDs and that allows 
another piece of equipment in the audio system to control the 
CD-changer unit. In contrast to an audio unit that receives 
and plays a single CD, the CD-changer unit acts as a jukebox 

As with many digital appliances and devices, portable 
digital audio devices have become Internet-enabled in some 
manner. Relatively inexpensive portable devices now pro
vide the ability to store large amounts of digital audio data 
in standard or flash random access memory (RAM). 
Typically, the digital audio data has been downloaded from 
the Internet or recorded from a CD onto a hard drive of a 
personal computer, and the digital audio data is then trans
ferred into the digital audio device or into a flash RAM 
component that is subsequently placed into the digital audio 
device. 

35 
for storing, choosing, and playing many CDs. The user then 
has easy access to playing many CDs at any given time. 

The CDs stored within a CD-changer unit, however, 
might represent only a small subset of the user's digital 
audio library. The user is still required to physically transfer 

Although other data formats are also popular, the most 
popular file format for digital audio data is MP3, a form of 
MPEG-3 compression and encoding. Hence, as shorthand or 
slang, many portable digital audio devices are known as 
MP3 players. MP3 files can be downloaded through the 
Internet and stored into an MP3 player. 

40 the digital audio files in a physical medium, i.e. the 
CD-ROMs. When compared with the ease of transferring 
and using digital audio files in softcopy format with certain 
types of equipment, one can understand the inconvenience 
of continuing to use a CD library in hardcopy format. This 

45 is particularly frustrating given the widely held assumption 
that CDs were to be the ultimate format for storing and 
playing digital audio. 

With the popularity of the MP3 file format and other types 50 

of digital audio files, many traditional types of digital audio 
equipment are being enhanced to receive and store digital 
audio files. Home stereos and car stereos are now manufac
tured with the capability of either directly storing and 
playing digital audio files and/or interfacing with digital 55 

audio storage devices, such as MP3 players. 

Currently owned audio equipment may be adequate 
except for the fact that the audio equipment does not have 
the ability to receive, store, or play digital audio files that are 
available only in softcopy format. Updating an audio system 
by replacing audio equipment in this situation seems expen
sive and unnecessary. Many audiophiles desire an alterna
tive solution that allows them to keep their presently-owned 
audio equipment while updating the system with new func
tionality for receiving, storing, or playing digital audio files 
in softcopy format. This situation is particularly true for 
those persons who have previously purchased expensive 
CD-changer units that were widely regarded as necessary 

60 equipment for easy access to CDs. 

While many people have become accustomed to purchas
ing new digital devices with the newest capabilities, many 
people are disappointed with the trend of replacing devices 
that are otherwise fully functional except for the fact that the 
older devices do not have the newest functionality. For 
example, a user may own a relatively new car stereo system 
that contains a sophisticated CD changer unit with digital 
radio capability for so-called satellite broadcast, CD-quality 
radio. However, the user may now frequently use a newer 65 

portable digital audio device, such as an MP3 player, and 
because the car stereo system lacks an interface for the 

Therefore, it would be advantageous to provide a system 
in which audio equipment can be enhanced with function
ality for receiving, storing, or playing digital audio files in 
softcopy format. It would be particularly advantageous to 
augment an existing system containing a CD-changer unit 
with the desired functionality without having to physically 
modify the equipment in the existing audio system. 
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